
the base of Denison Crag, approximately 30 
minutes walk. It is therefore a 1 hour walk 
without a 4WD. The track emerges from the 
bush and continues with red tags and cairns 
across the scree slope towards the broad 
gully on the RHS of Denison Crag. Access 
the climbs by rock hopping along the scree 
slope underneath the cliffs and bush bash 
up where possible. Descend from the climbs 
on Denison Crag via the gullies at either end 
of the cliff, depending on where your chosen 
route finishes. There is a delightful campsite 
by the shores of Tranquil Tarn, a few hundred 
metres east across the scree slope from the 
tagged track. 

  Grade Table

 Trad     Sport     Mixed      Carrot 

GRADE 18-20
716 Blue Eyed Son 18 **

723 Ulster 18 **

715 No Blind 19 **

708 Overhanging Like A Sausage 19 **

706 The South Side Of The Sausage 20 **

GRADE 21-22
718 Aqualung 21 ***

720 Hybrid Vigour 21 **

709 Misty Mountain Hop 21 **

714 The Winner Takes It All 21 **

722 Maggie May 22 **

711 Whole Lotta Love 22 ***

GRADE 23
719 Brave New World 23 ***

713 Can You Feel My Bum Fernando 23 *

705 Ghost Country 23 **

721 Maxalon 23 ***

GRADE 24
712 Dancing Queen 24 ***

710 Ramble On 24 ***

707 Surmounting Terror 24 ***

717 The Trinity Split 24 ***

RUDIGER’S CASTLE
The major buttress on the far LHS of 
Denison Crag. In the centre of the buttress, 
a huge pillar drops down from the summit 
with big corners to the L and R. With some 
imagination, the pillar could be seen to 
resemble a gigantic sausage. The LH corner 
is the South Side Of The Sausage and the 
RH corner is the route Overhanging Like A 
Sausage.

705 Ghost Country  125m  23  **
A superb, sustained adventure. Start 
20m L of South Side of the Sausage at a 
R-trending thin crack/corner. 
1. 45m (22). Up R-trending thin corner to 
small ledge at 15m. Step L into shallow 
groove aiming for a roof 15m higher. 
Interesting climbing up groove, and then 
step R into short corner below and to the R 
of the roof. Committing move to enter the 
corner and gain runner placement behind 
hollow flake. Good gear in horizontal break 
at roof, then terrific gymnastic moves over 
roof to gain another groove. Awkward 
moves up the groove to gain small stance 
and good gear (#4 cam) for belay 10m 
below big V-slot roof. 
2. 25m (23). Awesome pitch. Up thin 
corner below 2m roof. Good hand-jams 
out to lip then convert to finger-locks in 
crack above. Chin up on locks (crux) and 
surmount roof. Now it feels like you are 
stuck in the middle of blankness on the 
face, but small holds and gear materialise 
as you commit to 10m of face-climbing in 
an amazing position above the roof, up to 
belay at good stance. 
3. 25m (21). Up finger-crack in corner for 
10m, and then step R into overhanging 
v-groove with grey rock. Chimney up 
intimidating, steep groove to gain good 
ledge above and to the R. 
4. 30m (18). A spectacular finish. Up 
R-trending thin corner with big rock scar 
for 8m, then airily L around small roof to 

RUDIGERS CASTLE

706

708

705

707

705 Ghost Country 23 **
706 South Side of Sausage 20 **
707 Surmounting Terror 24 ***
708 Overhanging Like A Sausage 19 **
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708     Overhanging Like  
A Sausage   150m  19  **

The prominent corner on the RHS of the 
buttress. An old classic. 
1. 45m (16). Climb over large blocks at the 
base, and then continue up corner past two 
roofs to a small ledge on the L. 
2. 45m (19). Climb up bulging corner to a 
small resting place. Continue up corner to a 
small chimney. Up this, pull over roof, then 
continue up short corner to semi-hanging 
belay in a small cave. 
3. 15m (16). Chimney up the very over-
hanging groove  above, and then traverse R 
to a large bushy ledge. 
4. 48m (15). Up large off-width corner for 
15m, and then continue up large slab on R 
to top. 
FA: Kim Carrigan and Ian Lewis (alt.), 12 
January 1974.

SUMMIT 
AMPHITHEATRE

In the centre of Denison Crag, at the highest 
point of the cliff, is a neat section of columns 
about 40m high dropping down from the top. 
The climbing here is superb, and reminiscent 
of Anzac Cove at Ragged Jack. From the top 
of the gully on the RHS of Denison Crag, aim 
for the highest point of the crag to the west, 
a distance of about 200m. Looking over the 
edge you should see a big grassy gully below 
at the base of the climbs. Rap from large 
blocks. The climb names here began with 
a Led Zeppelin theme, continuing the 70’s 
tradition of naming climbs after rock songs 
of the era, and then morphed into an Abba 
theme by the gay philistines climbing club. 

709  Misty Mountain  
Hop 40m  21  **

The most LH line, a pencil line crack up 
the wall. More of a face-climb really with 
good handholds and the occasional jam 
or layback off the crack. Excellent route. 

FA: Gerry Narkowicz and Ingvar Lidman, 3 
January 2013.

710 Ramble On 40m  24  ***
Next line R is a breathtaking seam/
crack dropping straight down the wall. 
An unusual feature on Ben Lomond, 
requiring no bridging and minimal jamming. 
Sustained face-climbing around the crack 
with a couple of distinct cruxes. Ample 
wires and small cams, but fiddly to place. 
Awesome stuff. FA: Ingvar Lidman and 
Gerry Narkowicz, 6 January 2013.

711  Whole Lotta  
Love 40m  22  ***

Next R is a spearing finger-crack in a 
shallow corner. Sustained finger-locking 
and bridging all the way. Exhausting. FA: 
Gerry Narkowicz and Ingvar Lidman, 3 
January 2013.

Next 3 cracks are projects.

712 Dancing Queen 35m  24  ***
First line on the RHS of the amphitheatre, a 
very thin finger-crack in a shallow corner. A 
classic of this genre. FA: Ingvar Lidman, 19 
January 2013.

713  Can You Feel My  
Bum Fernando 30m  23  *

Next line R is a thin seam in a shallow 
corner, which becomes a broken looking 
hand-crack at half height. Tenuous flared 
locks for the first half of the route, then 
eases back to about grade 17. FA: Gerry 
Narkowicz and Andrew Martin, 2 February 
2013.

714  The Winner  
Takes It All 30m  21  **

The furthest line on far R of the 
amphitheatre is a spearing finger-crack 
come hand-crack in a corner. Sustained 
and strenuous. FA: Andrew Martin, 16 
February 2013.

gain thin jam-cracks up the face. After 
this section, step R onto ledge and up final 
hand-crack in corner. Gear: double cams  
(#micro to #3, plus one #4). Wires of all 
sizes. FA: Gerry Narkowicz and Ingvar 
Lidman, 10 January 2013.

706    The South Side Of  
The Sausage 125m  20  **

Good climb. Takes the first major corner 
system to the L of the central pillar. 
Starts at a neat little corner on the nose 
of the sausage. 
1. 48m (20). Up the little corner for about 
15m, and then traverse L with difficulty 
into the main line. Continue to the roof 
without being drawn out to the arête. After 
passing the roof, continue in the corner to 
the belay.  
2. 45m (16). Up the L corner to a pile of 
stacked blocks. Nice steep, varied crack-
climbing above to the belay. 

3. 32m (14). Easily to the top. 
FA: Garn Cooper and Hamish Jackson, 
January 1999.

707  Surmounting  
Terror 130m  24  *** 

An audacious line straight up the centre of 
the Sausage. Showcases the future of Ben 
Lomond climbing. 

1. 55m (22). Start in thin corner-crack 
below big roof. Up corner, and then short 
off-width to small ledge on L. Committing 
moves up face with rock scar below the 
roof with a couple of good, but spaced 
small wires. Good gear at roof, then 
spectacular and unlikely layback moves 
around the roof (#1 cam over the lip) to gain 
small footholds on L in airy position. Seek 
#4 cam placement in pocket on R, and then 
tricky climbing up several steep grooves 
after which the angle eases. Big run-out 
up to hanging belay at only possible gear 
placements in middle of face, about 15m 
below the next roof system. Look for two 
short vertical cracks/pockets, which take   
#0.5 cams and wires. 
2. 30m (24). Feel the terror level rising as 
you approach the small roof/blank groove 
crux section. Superb face-climbing to 
crucial #0.4 Camalot placement in pocket 
about 10m above belay. Run it out for 
4m with burly, reachy moves on steep 
ground to bridging stance in middle of 
roof (#2 cam in flake), then up face on L 
to enter next roof. Unlikely steep layback 
moves on big edges around the roof and 
up to large ledge. 
3. 45m (19). One of the best moderate face-
climbing pitches on the mountain. Face-
climb up the headwall with thin seams 
taking small wires to eventually end up on 
arête R of the roof. Step L above lip of roof 
for a spectacular and unlikely finish up the 
arête/face with good wires to the summit. 
FA: Gerry Narkowicz, Doug Fife and Ingvar 
Lidman, 6 January 2013.

DENISON CRAG 
SUMMIT AMPHITHEATRE

709

710 711

712

713

714

A,B,C      Projects

A

B

C
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THE TRINITY
On the third major buttress L of the far 
RHS of Denison Crag is a huge obvious 
corner known as Tommy. The Trinity is the 
three impressive lines to the L of Tommy.

715    No Blind   190m  19  **
The LH line of the Trinity. Starts in the 
grassy gully. 
1. 48m. Up the line, being careful not to go 
out L. Belay at a small ledge in company 
with some friendly loose blocks. 
2. 28m. Up to a scrubby comfortable ledge. 
3. 45m. Up to a tight hole below the first 
main overhang. A great pitch. 
4. 30m (crux). Hang out and out and out 
then up to another good ledge. 
5. 42m. Up to the top of the pillar, and then 
up and back R easily to the surface. 
FA: Lyle Closs and Ian Lewis (alt.), 27 
December 1973.

716   Blue Eyed Son   165m  18  **
Start a few metres R of No Blind. The 
middle line of the Trinity. 
1. 50m. Up to belay to the R of the crack. 
Severity depends on leg length. 
2. 33m. Up the unfortunate crack above. 
Varied and strenuous. 
3. 40m. Up to the overhang, and turn it 
easily. The section  above is very stretchy 
and exposed. Belay on the nice ledge. 
4. 40m. The first bit is a little sizzly, but the 
rest is easy to the top. 
FA: Ian Lewis and Lyle Closs (alt.), 26 
December 1973.

717  The Trinity  
Split 145m  24  ***

The hardest of the new wave of face-
climbs at Stacks Bluff. 
1. 50m (22). Start in the third corner L of 
Aqualung. Sustained thin bridging. After 

gaining the ledge, move R up front of the 
rib to stance at small pedestal (sling belay).
2. 35m (24). Up for a few metres past old 
piton and then trend R to short hand-crack 
near arête. Up and L across blank corner 
and traverse L around the arête to base 
of thin corner (big run-out). Climb face 
L of corner for 10m then trend up and R 
following best line of holds to small ledge. 
Small wire in the thin seam, but best 
climbed on the face 2m R of the seam . 
Run out terrifying face-climbing (crux) to 
gain small ledge above thin seam. Up line 
to stance at small pedestal. 
3. 30m (23). Spectacular thin crack and 
face up headwall in great position. 
4. 30m (19). From ledge with bush climb 
short dirty crack on R to big ledge. Up 
dirty thin corner, and then step R to wide 
corner-crack before crawling through hole 
in chimney to gain summit block. 
FA: Gerry Narkowicz and Pat Butler, 30 
December 2011.

718   Aqualung   175m  21  ***
Super classic. The R most line of the Trinity. 
1. 23m (15). Climb the chimney and continue 
to belay below a corner. 
2. 40m (21). Finger-jam the corner (crux), 
and bridge up to a belay on the slab below 
the roofs. 
3. 27m (16). Move L past the overhangs, 
and arm-jam up behind a large flake, and 
belay below the main corner. 
4. 40m (21). One of the classic pitches of 
Ben Lomond. Climb the corner by finger-
jamming, bridging and laybacking to a 
hanging belay below the bulge. A 60m 
rope will allow you to avoid the hanging 
belay and continue to the next ledge. 
5. 15m (18). Hand-jam up over the bulge 
to a ledge. 
6. 30m (14). Continue to the top via the 
easy chimney and corner. 
FA: Ian Lewis and Bryan Kennedy, 28 
December 1973.

TRINITY SPLIT

716 717 718

715 No Blind 19 **

716 Blue Eyed Son 18 **
717 The Trinity Split 24 ***
718 Aqualung 21 ***
719 Brave New World 23 ***

719

715
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DENISON CRAG RHS

719  Brave New  
World 175m  23  ***

Takes a line up the face R of Aqualung. The 
crux pitch is on par with the immortals of 
Ben Lomond, one of the greatest pitches 
on the mountain. Shares the first two 
pitches of Aqualung. 
1. 25m (15). Up the chimney/corner as for 
Aqualung to belay on big ledge over R. 
2. 25m (21). The finger-crack in a corner, 
as per the second pitch of Aqualung. 
3. 30m (20). From the blocky ledge, climb 
directly up the face above via a thin 
layback flake, before trending R and up an 
easy groove to belay on the slab beneath 
the roof.
4. 50m (23). Fingertip under-clings L for 
5m around the big roof. Up the face on 
good holds with sparse gear to the next 

roof. Turn on the R to gain shallow groove 
up an arête. The next 10m up the groove 
is about 21 and is poorly protected, with 
some spooky layback moves. At the next  
small roof is a good cam (#1) then traverse 
R around the arête to face the crux. The 
position is wild and the climbing looks 
unlikely, but some good side-pulls and 
a couple of jugs materialise. Trend R 
towards the spearing finger-crack on 
superb rock. 20m of fantastic finger-crack 
up the headwall follows.
5. 15m. Scramble up a short crack to large 
bushy ledge to belay below chimney. 
6. 30m (14). The last pitch of Aqualung, up 
the chimney. 
FA: Gerry Narkowicz and Nick Hancock, 23 
February 2013.

MAGGIE MAY 
BUTTRESS

The second buttress to the L of the far RHS of 
Denison Crag, which has a large, prominent 
corner known as Maggie May (22).

720   Hybrid Vigour   90m  21  **  
On the RH wall of the massive gully are 
two big continuous lines. This is the L of 
the two. Scramble up the gully and locate 
a short crack 4m L of the line. Start here. 
1. 45m (20). Up 5m, right 4m into line, and 
then straight up  to a cruxy encounter with 
an off-width groove. Belay about 10m 
higher. 
2. 35m (21). Up and onto the big detached 
flake on the R. Now the fun begins. Up a 
few metres, then step L and follow the 
awesome line to belay on the vegetated 
ledge. Under graded. 
3. 10m. Easily to the top. 
FA: Allan Williams and Garn Cooper,  
1 December 2000. 
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